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The paper deals with simple and composite hypotheses in statistical models with
i.i.d. observations and with arbitrary families dominated by _-finite measures and
parametrized by vector-valued variables. It introduces ,-divergence testing statistics
as alternatives to the classical ones: the generalized likelihood ratio and the
statistics of Wald and Rao. It is shown that, under the assumptions of standard
type about hypotheses and model densities, the results about asymptotic distribu-
tion of the classical statistics established so far for the counting and Lebesgue
dominating measures (discrete and continuous models) remain true also in the
general case. Further, these results are extended to the ,-divergence statistics with
smooth convex functions ,. The choice of ,-divergence statistics optimal from the
point of view of power is discussed and illustrated by several examples.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of using the functionals of information theory, such as the
entropy or divergence, in statistical inference is not new. In fact the so-
called statistical information theory has provided several useful methods
over the past years. For example, minimum divergence point estimators
have been elaborated for models with continuous and discrete data (Beran,
1977; Gyo rfi, Vajda, and van der Meulen, 1994a, 1994b). Or divergence
statistics, obtained by replacing unknown parameters by suitable estimates,
have become successful competitors to the classical likelihood ratio-based
statistics (Zografos, et al., 1990; Pardo et al., 1993; Morales et al., 1994,
1995).
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However, except for isolated cases such as the testing of independence in
contingency tables (Pardo et al., 1993; Zografos, 1993; Pardo, 1994), the
divergence statistics have been applied so far to simple hypotheses only.
The purpose of this work is to introduce the divergence statistics for testing
general composite hypotheses about parameters in parametric models with
i.i.d. observations. These statistics are compared with the classical statistics
for testing general composite hypotheses, such as the generalized likelihood
ratio or the Wald and Rao statistics (Serfling, 1980; Sen and Singer, 1993).
Preferences between all these statistics based on power considerations are
studied as well.
Let [P% : % # 3] be a family of probability measures on a measurable
space (X, A) with open 3/Rd, d1. Measures P% are assumed to be
described by densities
f%=dP%d+
w.r.t. a dominating _-finite measure + on X. We consider estimation and
testing procedures based on a sequence of observations Xn=(X1 , ..., Xn)
with components i.i.d. by a density from the family [ f% : % # 3].
Kupperman (1957) suggested a test of a null hypothesis H#[%0]/3
about the true parameter using the Kullback statistics
K0n=2nK(% n , %0), (1)
obtained by replacing in the Kullback divergence
K(%, %0)=|
X
f% log
f%
f%0
d+ (2)
the free parameter % # 3 by the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
% n=% n(Xn) of the true parameter, and by a subsequent normalization
by 2n. He found regularity conditions such that, under H, K 0n w
L /2d (cf.
also Section 5.5 in Kullback, 1959).
Note that, here and in the sequel, all convergences are considered for
n  , /2d denotes the /
2-distributed random variable with d degrees of
freedom, and wL , wP denote the stochastic convergences in law and in
probability.
Salicru et al. (1994) extended the validity of Kupperman’s result to all
,-statistics
D0,n=2nD,(% n , %0), (3)
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where ,(t) is twice continuously differentiable and convex on (0, ) with
,(1)=,$(1)=0, ,"(1)=1, and
D,(%, %0)=|
X
f%0 , \ f%f%0+ d+ (4)
is the ,-divergence of densities from the family [ f% : % # 3] introduced by
Csisza r (1963) (for a systematic theory of these divergences see Liese and
Vajda, 1987).
Obviously, (1) and (2) are obtained from (3) and (4) for ,(t)=1&t+
t log t or, equivalently, for ,(t)=t lg t. The same authors proposed for
testing the special composite null hypotheses H#30=31_[%20] and
H*=30*=[%10]_32 in models with 3=31_32 the ,-statistics
D,n=2nD,((% 1n , % 2n), (% 1n , %20)), D*,n=2nD,((% 1n , % 2n), (%10 , % 2n)),
(5)
using the MLE % n=(% 1n , % 2n).
In the present paper we derive, under appropriate null hypotheses
H#30/3 in suitably regular models, asymptotic distributions of the
general ,-statistics,
D,n=2nD,(% n , % n), (6)
where % n is the same MLE as in (1) and % n is a restricted maximum
likelihood estimator (RMLE), with values limited to the hypothetic subset
30 . Obviously, the ,-statistics (5) are particular versions of (6) obtained
for the special hypotheses H and H* in the special model.
There is a similarity between our results and the result of Simpson
(1989) leading, under somewhat stronger regularity than considered in this
paper, to the asymptotic distribution of statistic
2,n=2n(D,(Xn , % n)&D,(Xn , % n))
for the particular convex function ,(t)=(1&- u)2. In this formula
D,(Xn , %0)=| f%0, \ f
 n
f%0+ d+
denotes the ,-divergence between the unknown density f%0 and its arbitrary
estimate f n . Simpson considered a nonparametric kernel estimate f n . If
f n=f% n then 2,n reduces to our statistic (6), for any , considered there.
While the simulations of Simpson indicated a loss of power of his tests
based on the Hellinger difference statistic 2,n relative to the likelihood
ratio tests, our simulations indicated a gain of power of our tests based on
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the Hellinger distance statistics D,n , defined by (6) for the above con-
sidered particular ,(t). On the other hand, the Simpson tests exhibited a
robustness which does not seem to be justified in our case.
2. REGULARITY ASSUMPTIONS
In the rest of paper we suppose that X is the support of _-finite measure
+ (otherwise we replace (X, A) by a restricted measurable space). Further,
we suppose that the statistical model ( (X, A), [ f% : % # 3], +) satisfies the
standard regularity assumptions considered in the parametric asymptotic
statistics (see, e.g., Chap. 4 in Serfling, 1980):
(M1) 3/Rd is open and, for each % # 3, f% is positive and the
derivatives
 log f%
%i
,
2 log f%
%i %j
,
3 log f%
%i %j %k
exist everywhere on X for all 1i, j, kd.
(M2) For each %0 # 3, there exist measurable functions :, ;, #: X 
[0, ), possibly depending on %0 , such that for all % in a neighborhood
N(%0) and all above considered i, j, k the relations
}f%%i }:, }
2f%
%i %j };, }
3 log f%
%i %j %k }#
hold on X, and
|
X
: d+<, |
X
; d+<, |
X
# f% d+<.
(M3) For each % # 3, the Fisher information matrix
I%=_|X
 log f%
%i
 log f%
%j
f% d+&d_d
exists and is positive definite, with all elements continuous in the variable %.
For example, any natural exponential model with densities
f%=eT%
t&b(%) for T : X  Rd, (7)
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and with an open natural parameter space 3/Rd, which is minimal in the
sense of Brown (1986) (i.e., is not overparametrized), satisfies (M1)(M3).
In this model
b(%)=log |
X
eT% t d+
is finite and analytic on 3,
{(%)={b(%)
is invertible on 3, and
% n={&1(Tn) for Tn=Tn(X1 , ..., Xn) ]
1
n
:
n
i=1
T(Xi )
is the unique solution of the likelihood equation
{ _\ :
n
i=1
T(Xi )+ %t&nb(%)&=0.
The Fisher information matrix is given by
I%={t{(%)={t {b(%).
Obviously, the elements of I% are continuous in the parameter %.
Concerning the null hypothesis H#30/3 we suppose the following.
(H1) 30 is a subset of Rd, and there exists 1d0<d, open B/Rd&d0
and mappings
g: 3  Rd0, h: B  3,
such that 30=[h(;): ; # B] and g(%)=0 for all % # 30 ;
(H2) The d0_d-matrix
G%={tg(%) for {=\ %1 , ...,

%d+
exists and is of rank d0 for all % # 30 , with all elements continuous on 30 ;
(H3) The d_(d&d0)-matrix
H;=[{ th(;)]t for { =\ ;1 , ...,

;d&d0+
exists and if of rank d&d0 for all ; # B, with all elements continuous on B;
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(H4) The statistical submodel ( (X, A), [ p;=fh( ;) : ; # B], +) satis-
fies (M1)(M3).
Since g(h(;))=0 for all ; # B, the matrices Gg( ;) and H; are orthogonal
for all ; # B. This implies that the linear space generated by d0 linearly
independent row of vectors of Gg( ;) and d&d0 linearly independent column
vectors of H; are orthogonal. For example, let
G=[Gij ]d0_d , H=[Hij ]d_(d&d0 ) (8)
be two orthogonal matrices of rank d0 and d&d0 , respectively, and let B
be an open subset of Rd&d0. Then 30=[ ;Ht : ; # B] represents a null
hypothesis H which fulfils (H1)(H4) for h( ;)=;Ht and g(%)=%Gt in any
statistical model with parameter space 3/Rd containing 30 and satisfying
(M1)(M3).
The last set of assumptions concerns the function , from the class 8 con-
sidered in (6):
(81) The function ,: [0, )  (&, ] is convex and continuous.
Its restriction on (0, ) is finite, twice continuously differentiable, with
,(1)=,$(1)=0 and ,"(1)=1;
(82) Each %0 # 3 has an open neighborhood N(%0) such that for all
% # N(%0) and 1i, jd it holds:

%i |X f%0 , \
f%
f%0+ d+=|X

%i _ f%0 , \
f%
f%0+& d+,
2
%i %j |X f%0 , \
f%
f%0+ d+=|X
2
%i %j _ f%0 , \
f%
f%0+& d+,
and the derivatives of integrals are continuous on N(%0).
Every convex function ,: [0, )  (&, ] finite and continuous on
(0, ) has finite derivatives ,$+(t) from the right at all points t # (0, ).
This function defines the same divergence (4) as the nonnegative convex
function ,*(t)=,(t)&,$+(1)(t&1). The divergence is nonnegative if and
only if ,(1)=0 (which is equivalent to ,*(1)=0). In the sequel we often
refer to the equivalence between differentiable convex functions ,(t) and
,(t)&,$+(1)(t&1). E.g., ,(t)=t log t is equivalent to ,*(t)=1&t+t log t
or ,(t)=&log t is equivalent to ,*(t)=&1+t&log t. The function ,* in
both cases satisfies (81) while , not because ,$(1)=1 or &1. If ,(t) is
twice continuously differentiable at t=1 with ,"(1){0 then
,*(t)=
,(t)&,$(t)(t&1)&,(1)
,"(1)
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satisfies (81) and
D,*(%, %0)=
D,(%, %0)&,(1)
,"(1)
.
This explains that (81) is not an essential restriction on differentiable
convex functions ,. Obviously, if : (0, )  R is convex or concave and
twice continuously differentiable on (0, ), with "(1){0, then
,(t)=
(t)&$(1)(t&1)&(1)
"(1)
satisfies (81).
Next we present two conditions sufficient for (82).
Lemma 1. Let us consider a model satisfying (M1) and a function ,
satisfying (81). If for each %0 # 3 there exist measure +-integrable functions
:~ , ; , #~ : X  [0, ), possibly depending on %0 , such that for all % in a
neighborhood N(%0) and 1i, jd
} f%0 , \ f%f%0+}:~ ,
},$ \ f%f%0+
 f%
%i }; ,
} 1f%0 ," \
f%
f%0+
 f%
%i
 f%
%j
+,$ \ f%f%0+
2f%
%i %j }#~
on X, then (82) holds.
Proof. For the considered model and ,,

%i _ f%0 % \
f%
f%0+&=,$ \
f%
f%0+
 f%
%i
(9)
and
2
%i %j _ f%0 , \
f%
f%0+&=
1
f%0
," \ f%f%0+
 f%
%i
f%
%j
+,$ \ f%f%0+
2f%
%i %j
. (10)
By the theorem about differentiation behind integrals (see, e.g., Theorem 18
in Section 5.11 of Fleming, 1965), our assumptions are sufficient for dif-
ferentiation behind the integrals considered in (82) in the neighborhood
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N(%0). Moreover, the derivatives behind integrals are assumed to be con-
tinuous and dominated. Therefore the continuity of derivatives of integrals
follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem for integrals.
The function ,(t)=&log t considered in the next lemma defines the
reversed Kullback divergence,
K (%, %0) ] D&log t(%, %0)=K(%0 , %) (cf. (2)). (11)
Lemma 2. If the model satisfies (M1)(M3) then (82) holds for
,(t)=&log t.
Proof. Define
*%ij=
2 log f%
%i %j
, %ij=
 log f%
%i
 log f%
%j
.
It follows from (M2), (M3), and the mean value theorem that there
exists a subneighborhood Nij (%0) of the neighborhood N(%0) considered in
(M2) and a constant cij>0 such that
|*%ij |cij #+|*%0ij | for all % # Nij (%0). (12)
By (M2)
|
X
#f%0 d+<,
and by the definition of *%0ij and %0ij ,
|
X
f%0 |*%0ij | d+=|
X } f%0 %0ij&\
2f%
%i %j+%=%0 } d+,
where by (M3)
I%0=_|X f%0 %0ij d+&d_d
is the positive definite and finite Fisher information matrix, and by (M2)
|
X }
2f
%i %j }%=%0 d+|X ; d+<.
Therefore,
|
X
f%0 |*%0ij | d+<;
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i.e., the function
#~ = max
1i, jd
cij # f%0+ max1i, jd
|*%0ij | f%0
is +-integrable. Thus (12) implies that, for all
% # ,
1i, jd
Nij (%0)
and all 1i, jd, the expression f%0 |*%ij | is bounded above by the
+-integrable function #~ . On the other hand, for ,(t)=&log t the expression
(10) equals
1
f%0 \
f%
f%0+
&2  f%
%i
 f%
%j
&\ f%f%0+
&1 2f%
%i %j
=f%0
 log f%
%i
log f%
%j
&
f%0
f%
2f%
%i %j
=&f%0 *%ij .
This implies the validity of the last condition of Lemma 1. Proofs of
validity of the previous two conditions of Lemma 1 are similar but easier.
In the verification of the second inequaltiy for ,(t)=&log t, it follows from
the mean value theorem that
,$ \ f%f%0+
 f%
%i
=&
f%0
%i
&f%0 *%*ij
for some %*ij from a subneighborhood N*ij (%0) of Nij (%0). Therefore
|,$( f%f%0 )(f% %i )| is bounded above by the +-integrable function :+#~
for all % # 1i, jd N*ij (%0). In the verification of the first condition it suf-
fices to use the equality
f%0, \ f%f%0+= f%0 log
f%0
f%
and the inequality
&
f%
e
 f%0 log
f%0
f%
 f%0 \
f%0
f%
&1+ ,
and to approximate f% by f%0 uniformly in a sufficiently small neighborhood
N(%0), by employing the uniform bound : on the partial derivative  f%%i
considered in (M2).
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Lemma 3. If the model is natural exponential as in (7) then (82) holds
for ,(t)=&log t and for ,(t)=t log t.
Proof. Clear from (2), (11) and from the relations
log
f%
f%0
=T(%&%0)t+b(%0)&b(%)
and
|
X
Tf% d+={b(%) (cf. (H2)),
which follow from (7), and from the possibility to differentiate behind the
integral in the formula for b(%) next to (7) (as to the differentiability behind
the integral; see Theorem 2.2 in Brown, 1986).
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
We start with some concepts and results for models satisfying
(M1)(M3). The first results stated below are not principally new, but will
be needed in the present generality for references later. We shall use the
random function
*n(%)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
log f%(Xi ),
its gradient
$n(%)={*n(%)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
{ log f%(Xi ),
and the random matrix
Mn(%)={t$n(%).
Unless otherwise explicitely stated, we consider a hypothesis H0#[%0]
about the true parameter value. Then it follows from (M1)(M3) that for
Y%={ log f%(Xi )
E(Y%0 )=0, E(Y%0 Y
t
%0
)=I%0 , E({
t Y%)%=%0=&I%0 ,
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where I%0 is the Fisher information matrix defined in (M3). By the multi-
variate LindebergLe vy central limit theorem, the first two equalities imply
- n $n(%0) w
L N(0, I%0 ). (13)
By the law of large numbers, the third equality implies
Mn(%0) w
P &I%0 . (14)
If X/Rd and + is restriction of the Lebesgue measure on X, then the
theorem on page 145 and the arguments on pages 147149 in Serfling
(1980) imply that the MLE % n=% n(Xn) exists and
% n w
P %0 , (15)
n12(% n&%0) w
L N(0, I&1%0 ). (16)
One can verify step by step that all arguments used there remain valid
under the present generality.
For hypotheses H#30/3 satisfying (H1) and (H2) we shall define the
generalized Wald statistic
Wn=ng(% n)(G% n I
&1
% n
G t% n )
&1 g(% n)t
(cf. Wald, 1943, and also p. 157 in Serfling, 1980, in the cointinuous model,
where X/Rk and + is the above-mentioned Lebesgue measure). Here % n is
the MLE, I&1% denotes the inverse to the Fisher information matrix figuring
in (M3), and g(%), G% are the mapping and the matrix figuring in (H1) and
(H2). If, moreover, the hypothesis satisfies (H3) and (H4), then we con-
sider also the auxiliary statistic
An=n(% n&% n) I% n (% n&% n)
t,
the generalized Rao statistics
Rn=n$n(% n) I&1% n $n(% n)
t,
and the generalized likelihood ratio test statistic (GLRT statistic)
Ln=2n[*n(% n)&*n(% n)],
where
% n=h( ; n)
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is the RMLE defined by the mapping h figuring in (H1), (H3) and by the
MLE ; n(Xn) for the restricted model considered in (H4) (cf. Rao, 1947,
Section 6e in Rao, 1973, and pp. 158, 159 in Serfling, 1980, for the con-
tinuous models).
For arbitrary ; # B it follows from the definition of the restricted model
that the Fisher information (d&d0)_(d&d0)-matrix J; in this model
satisfies the relation
J;=H t;Ih( ;)H; ,
where H; is the matrix figuring in (H3) and Ih( ;) is the Fisher information
of the unrestricted model for %=h( ;) # 30 . Also it follows from (15) and
(16) that if the true parameter satisfies for some ;0 # B the relation
%0=h( ;0), then
; n w
P ;0 , % n w
P %0 (17)
and
n12( ; n&;0) w
L N(0, J&1;0 ), n
12(% n&%0) w
L N(0, H;0 J
&1
;0
H t;0 ). (18)
In the following theorem we consider reductions A0n , R
0
n , and L
0
n of the
statistics An , Rn , and Ln to a simple hypothesis H#[%0], obtained by
replacing the argument % n by %0 .
Note that in testing a simple hypothesis the statistic Wn is undefined
((H1) and (H2) cannot be satisfied). In fact, Wald (1943) proposed in such
a case A0n . Our extension An of A
0
n to composite hypotheses seems to be less
practical than Wn or Rn , since it requires both the MLE % n and RMLE % n .
(The same objection applies to Ln .) But we shall see that An is useful as
an auxiliary mathematical tool. Note also that L0n has been first introduced
by Neyman and Pearson (1928).
Lemma 4. If the model satisfies (M1)(M3) then the reductions
A0n , R
0
n , L
0
n of the statistics An , Rn , Ln to a simple hypothesis H#[%0] tend,
under this hypothesis in law, to /2d .
Proof. For continuous models see the theorem on page 155 of Serfling
(1980). All arguments used in its proof are applicable in our dominated
models.
Lemma 5. If the model satisfies (M1)(M3) then the statistics Wn , An ,
Rn , and Ln tend, under any hypothesis H satisfying (H1)(H4) in law, to /2d0 ,
where the degrees of freedom are specified in (H1).
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Proof. For continuous models the proofs concerning Wn , Ln , and prac-
tically also An can be found on page 158 of Serfling (1980). For the proof
concerning Rn , Serfling refers to Rao (1973) (see also pp. 321324 in Cox
and Hinkley, 1974). The arguments of these proof are applicable in our
dominated models.
Now we can formulate our main results.
Theorem 1. Let the model and , satisfy (M1)(M3) and (81), (82).
Then, under any simple hypothesis H#[%0], the ,-statistic D0,n defined by
(3) and the reversed ,-statistic
D 0,n=2nD
0
,(%0 , %n)
converge in law to /2d .
Proof. Under the considered assumptions the Taylor theorem implies
for
B(%)=D,(%, %0), M(%)={t{B(%),
and arbitrary % # 3 the relation
B(%)=B(%0)+{B(%0)(%&%0)t+ 12 (%&%0) M(%*)(%&%0)
t,
where B(%0)=0 and %* is on the line joining %0 and %. Therefore,
D0,n=2n {B(%0)(% n&%0)+n(% n&%0) M(%n*)(% &%0)
t,
where %n* is on the line between % n and %0 . By (82),
{B(%)=|
X
{ f% ,$ \ f%f%0+ d+,
where the identity ,$(1)=0 assumed in (81) implies {B(%0)=0. By (82),
the elements of the matrix M(%) are continuous in a neighborhood of %0
and, by (9), (10), and (81), M(%0) is the Fisher information I%0 defined in
(M3). Since under (M1)(M3) the matrix function M(%)=I% is continuous
in %, (15) implies that the difference M(%n*)&I% n converges in probability to
the zero matrix. Moreover, by (16), - n (% n&%0)=OP(1). Therefore
- n (% n&%0)[M(%n*)&I% n ] - n (% n&%0)
t wP 0,
i.e.,
D0,n&A
0
n w
P 0.
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This, together with the convergence in law of A0n to /
2
d , established in
Lemma 4 implies D0,n w
L /2d . Since A
0
n is symmetric in the variables % n and
%0 , D 0,n w
L /2d holds too.
Theorem 2. Let the model and , satisfy (M1)(M3) and (81), (82).
Then under any hypothesis H with the properties (H1)(H4), the generalized
,-statistic D,n defined by (6) and the reversed generalized ,-statistic
D ,n=2nD,(% n , % n)
converge in law to /2d0 .
Proof. Similarly as in the previous proof, if % # 3 then the Taylor
theorem implies for
B(%)=D,(%, % ), M(%)={t{B(%),
and arbitrary % # 3, the relation
B(%)=B(% )+{B(% )(%&% )t+ 12 (%&% ) M(%*)(%&% )
t,
where B(% )={B(% )=0 and %* is on the line between % and %. Therefore,
D,n=n(% n&% n) M(%n*)(% n&% n)t,
where %n* is on the line between % n and % n . Similarly as in the previous
proof, (15) and (17) imply under any H0#[%0]/30 ,
M(%n*) w
P I%0 , I% n w
P I%0 .
Therefore, under H we have the asymptotic matrix relation
M(%n*)&I% n w
P 0.
By taking into account (16) and (18) one obtains from here and from the
definition of the auxiliary statistic:
D,n&An w
P 0 under H.
Since An is symmetric in the variables % n and % n , this implies also
D ,n&An w
P 0 under H.
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The desired results follow from here and from the convergence
An w
L /2d0 under H
in Lemma 5.
Corollary 1. If the model satisfies (M1)(M3) then, under any
hypothesis H satisfying (H1)(H4), the Kullback statistic
Kn=2nK(% n , % n)
and the reversed Kullback statistic
K n=2nK(% n , % n)
fulfil the asymptotic relations
Kn w
L /2d0 K n w
L /2d0 .
Proof. Clearly follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. If the model is natural exponential as in (7), then the
assertion of Corollary 1 remains true.
Proof. Clearly follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 1.
Lemma 5, together with Theorem 2 and its corollaries establish an
asymptotic equivalence between the classical Wald’s statistic Wn , auxiliary
statistic An , Rao’s statistic Rn , the GLRT statistic Ln , and the ,-statistics
D,n and D ,n . The following result restates this in a slightly stronger form.
Theorem 3. Let the model satisfy (M1)(M3) and let 8 be the class of
all functions satisfying (81) and (82). Then, under a hypothesis H satisfying
(H1)(H4), the difference between any two statistics from the class
C=[Wn , An , Rn , Ln] _ [D,n : , # 8] _ [D ,n : , # 8] (19)
tends in probability to zero.
Proof. The fact that the difference between any pair of statistics from
the first subclass [Wn , An , Rn , Ln] tends in probability to zero follows
from the arguments presented in the proof of Lemma 5 and their obvious
modifications. In the proof of Theorem 1 we proved that the differences
D,n&An and D ,n&An tend in probability to zero for all , satisfying (81)
and (82). The desired assertion follows from here by the symmetry and
transitivity of the relation wP .
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Remark 1. In particular models ( (X, A), [ f% : % # 3], +) one can find
more intimate relations between statistics from the class (19) than those
specified by Theorems 13. Consider, e.g., the natural exponential model
(7) and an arbitrary hypothesis H#30/3. Then, by using the formulas
following (7) and the two formulas presented in the proof of Lemma 3, one
obtains from (2) and (6) the Kullback statistic,
Kn=2nK(% n , % n)=2n |
X
f% n log
f% n
f% n
d+
=2n |
X
f% n [Tn(% n&% n)
t+b(% n)&b(% n)] d+
=2n[{(% n)(% n&% n)t+b(% n)&b(% n)],
and from (16) the GLRT statistic,
Ln=2n[*n(% n)&*n(% )]=2n[Tn(% n&% )t+b(% n)&b(% n)],
where % n is the MLE and % n is the RMLE. Since the MLE is given by the
formula % n={&1(Tn ), we see that Kn=Ln . Further, by Proposition 1.5 in
Brown (1986), an arbitrary exponential model which is not over-
parametrized can be transformed in a oneone manner to the natural form
considered in (7). Consequently in such a model the Kullback and GLRT
statistics for testing any hypothesis coincide.
Remark 2. In some models it might be more convenient to consider the
functions
D,(%, %0)=(D,(%, %0))
of ,-divergences for , satisfying (81), where  is a convenient function
possibly depending on ,. E.g., for the power divergences D,a (%, %0), defined
by the continuous extensions of
,a(t)=
ta&a(t&1)&1
a(a&1)
(20)
to all a from the closure R of R&[0, 1], one can consider the continuous
extension of the functions
a(D)=
1
a(a&1)
ln(1+a(a&1)D),
0D<{
1
a(a&1)
, if 0<a<1,
, otherwise,
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to all a from the closure R of R&[0, 1]. In this manner one obtains the
Re nyi divergences
Da(%, %0)=
1
a(a&1)
ln |
X
f a% f
1&a
%0 d+ for a # R&[0, 1]
and
Da(%, %0)=Da,a (%, %0) for a # [0, 1]
(see Re nyi, 1961, and generalization of his proposal in Liese and Vajda,
1987). Since ,1(t)=t ln t&t+1 and ,0(t)=&ln t+t&1, it holds that
D1(%, %0)=K(%, %0) (cf. (2))
and
D0(%, %0)=D1(%0 , %)=K (%, %0) (cf. (11)).
The last two divergences can also be obtained by the continuous extension
of Da(%, %0), a # (0, 1) to all a from the closure [0, 1] (see Proposition 2.9
in Liese and Vajda, 1987).
For the exponential model (7) the Re nyi distances are relatively simple.
If a # R&[0, 1] then
Da(%, %0)={
1
a(a&1)
[b(a%+(1&a) %0)&ab(%)&(1&a) b(%0)],
if a%+(1&a) %0 # 3,
, otherwise,
(21)
and
D1(%, %0)=(%&%0) {(%)t+b(%0)&b(%) for {(%)={b(%). (22)
Similarly as in (2) and (6), we define for arbitrary models the Re nyi
statistics
D0an=2n Da(% n , %0), Dan=2n Da(% n , % n), a # R. (23)
The class Dan , a # R (similarly for D0an , a # R), contains as particular cases
the Kullback statistics
D1n=Kn , D0n=K n . (24)
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in the terminology of discrete multivariate statistic (cf. Section 2.2 in Read
and Cressie, 1988), D1n is a generalized loglikelihood ratio statistics and D0n
is a modified generalized loglikelihood ratio statistic. Further,
D2n=n ln(1+X 2nn), D&1n=n ln(1+X
2
nn)
with
X 2n=n |
X
( f% n&f% n )
2
f% n
d+, X 2n=|
X
( f% n&f% n )
2
f% n
d+ (25)
are respectively a generalized Pearson’s statistic and a modified generalized
Pearson’s statistic (cf. ibid.). Finally,
D(12)n=&8n ln(1&FTn8n)
with
FTn=4n |
X
(- f% n&- f% n)
2 d+ (26)
is a generalized FreemanTukey statistic (cf. ibid.). All these statistics,
(24)(26), are well known in the case that X is finite and + is the counting
measure on X (so that the integrals become sums over X ), and the null
hypothesis is simple, H#[%0], so that the RMLE % n is reduced to the con-
stant %0 . In accordance with the notation employed in this paper, we
denote these particular versions by K 0n , K
0
n , X
2, 0
n , X
2, 0
n , and FT
0
n .
In general,
Dan=
2n
a(a&1)
ln[1+a(a&1) D,an2n], a # R, (27)
where D,an are the ,a-statistics defined by (6) for the functions (20) (and
their limits when a # [0, 1]). These statistics are called in the sequel power
divergence statistics. For finite X the particular versions D0,a of these
statistics, obtained by reducing % n to a constant %0 # 3, have been
systematically studied in the book of Read and Cressie (1988).
Theorem 4. For any model and hypothesis H, the asymptotic distribution
of a Re nyi statistic Dan or D0an exists if and only if the asymptotic distribu-
tion of the corresponding power divergence statistic D,an or D
0
,an
exists, and
these two distributions then coincide.
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Proof. If a # [0, 1] then Dan=D,a n and the assertion is trivial. Let
a # R&[0, 1]. If D,an=Op(1) then
log _1+a(a&1)2n D,an&=
a(a&1)
2n
D,an+op(n
&1)
so that
Dan=D,an+op(1).
It follows from here that D,an w
L Y for some Y implies Dan w
L Y. The
reversed implication follows from (26) in a similar way. For the reduced
versions D0an and D
0
,a n
the argument remains the same.
4. PREFERENCES BETWEEN STATISTICS
The most natural optimality of an :-level (or an asymptotically :-level)
test T:
*
of a hypothesis H#30 is that for all alternative values % # 3&30
it maximizes the power
;n(T: ; %)=P%, n(Tn # C:, n)
in a sufficiently wide class T : of :-level tests T: defined by statistics
T :n depending on XntP%, n and critical regions C:, n (so that
sup% # 30 P%, n(Tn # C:, n): when the test is nonasymptotically :-level).
Unfortunately, it is well known (cf., e.g., Lehmann, 1986) that the
uniformly most powerful tests exist only for special hypotheses in special
statistical models. As indicated by the examples of the following two sec-
tions, the class of tests under consideration has in typical situations no
uniformly most powerful members.
A more suitable method for choosing a best test in a given class is based
on local alternatives (cf. Section 13 in Chap. 7 of Lehmann, 1986).
However, in our case this method is not applicable. Indeed, by using
similar arguments as presented in the mentioned Section 13, one obtains
that all the tests of present paper achieve on local alternatives the same
asymptotic power (they are consistent in the sense of Fraser, 1957).
In this section we present an alternative concept of optimality based on
‘‘relative inefficiency’’ in a given class T : of tests T:#[Tn ; C:, n]. By the
relative inefficiency ’n(T : ; %) of T: # T : at a given alternative % # 3&30
we mean how far the power of T: is behind the maximum power achieved
in the class, i.e.,
’n(T: ; %)= sup
T # T :
;n(T ; %)&;n(T: ; %).
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Optimum represents the test T :
*
# T : with the minimax relative ineffi-
ciency, i.e., with the property
sup
% # 3&30
’n(T :*; %)= min
T : # T:
sup
% # 3&30
’n(T : ; %).
If the power ;n(T: ; %) figuring in these formulas cannot be calculated
analytically, it can be replaced by the estimate
; N ; n(T: ; %)=
1
N
:
N
j=1
1C:, n (T
j
n ),
where C:, n is the critical region of T :, T jn=Tn(X
( j )
n ) and X
(1)
n , ..., X
(N )
n is
a sufficiently large number of independent replications of the sample
Xn=(X1 , ..., Xn) with components i.i.d. by the model density f% . In this
case, of course, T: must be finite and, if the alternative 31=3&30 is
infinite, one has to replace sup31 by max31* , where 31*=31 & 3* and 3*
is a finite subset of 3 ‘‘sufficiently dense’’ in 3. By the law of large numbers,
the estimate ; N ; n(T : ; %) is consistent in the sense ; N ; n(T: ; %) w
P
;n(T: ; %) as N  .
This concept of optimality is based on the methodology for preferences
between various tests developed previously for discrete models (see Read
and Cressie, 1988; Mene ndez et al., 1995; Morales et al., 1996). Next we
describe this methodology in more detail, separately for cases where the
distribution of statistics under consideration is unknown and known.
(a) Unknown Distributions of D,n
By using the known asymptotic distribition G of all the statistics D,n
under a hypothesis H#30/3, one can construct for any 0<:<1 a
system of asymptotically :-level tests T :, , , # 8. Obviously, T
:
, is rejecting
H if and only if D,n exceeds the (1&:)-quantile q1&: of distribution G.
The evaluation of test T :, , best in a given finite set 80/8 of candidates
in the sense specified above, requires the selection of a finite set 3*/3
of parameters reasonably dense in 3. Then, for every % # 3* one simulates
a large number N of independent replications X ( j )n of the sample Xn=
(X1 , ..., Xn) with components i.i.d. by f% . For each replication one evaluates
the ,-divergence statistic D ( j ),n and then calculates the estimates
; N ; n(T :, ; %)=
1
N
:
N
j=1
1(q1&: , ) (D
( j )
,n ) (28)
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of the size of T :, at the hypothesis points % # 30*=30 & 3*, and of the
power of T :, at the alternative points % # 31*, 31*=(3&30) & 3*. By
minimizing the maximum observed relative inefficiency
’N ; n(T :,)= max
% # 31*
[ max
 # 80
; N ; n(T : ; %)&; N, n(T
:
, ; %)] (29)
over 80 one obtains the best test in the stated sense. If for some  # 80
there is detected a ‘‘nonnegligible’’ deviation
$N ; n(T :)=max
% # 30*
| ; N ; n(T : ; %)&:|
from the nominal level : then the corresponding  is excluded from the
maximization in (29) and also from the subsequent minimization.
Consider 0<:<1 and denote by T: any asymptotically :-level test. The
test parameters ; N ; n(T: ; %), ’n(T:), $n(T:) can be evaluated as described
above and, consequently, the defined optimization procedure can be
extended also to T:. This applies in particular to the tests based on the
classical statistics like those of Wald and Rao, asymptotically distributed
by the same G as the ,-divergence statistics. In the next section this proce-
dure is illustrated by two examples.
(b) Known Distributions of D,n
For typical hypotheses in exponential models (binomial, Poisson,
modular, normal, etc.) the distributions of estimates % n and % n figuring in
the Re nyi statistics (23) are known. Then the relative inefficiencies of these
statistics can be explicitly calculated.
Consider for simplicity a simple hypothesis H#[%0] tested against the
alternative H#3&[%0] in the exponential model (7) by using one of the
Re nyi statistics D0an=2n Da(% n , %0) defined by (21)(23). If the distribution
Q%0 , n of % n on 3 is known then it obviously suffices to specify subdomains
K:a(%0)/3 with the property
% n # K :a(%0) if and only if 2n Da(% n , %0)}: , (30)
where }: is the smallest positive constant for which Q%0 , n (K
:
a(%0)):. The
rejection rule of T :a is D
0
an}: or, equivalently, % n # K
:
a(%0).
The test power under a simple alternative [%]/3&[%0] is given by the
formula
;n(T :a ; %)=Q%, n(K:(%0)). (31)
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We can consider finite sets A/R specifying similar preselected test
candidates as above. By minimizing the maximum relative inefficiency
’n(T :a)= max
% # 3&[%0]
[max
b # A
;n(T :b ; %)&;n(T
:
a ; %)] (32)
over A one obtains the candidate best from the point of view of power.
Since the Fisher information matrix is in the models under consideration
explicitly given in a relatively simple form, one can extend this optimiza-
tion procedure also to the above considered GLRT, Wald, and Rao tests
T:. This optimization procedure is illustrated below by a simple example.
5. EXAMPLE 1: SIMPLE HYPOTHESIS
Let us consider the model with distributions exponential in the narrow
sense; i.e., let 3=X=(0, ) and let for every % and x from (0, ) the
density with respect to the restriction + of Lebesgue measure on (0, ) be
f%(x)=%e&%x=e&%x+ln % (cf. (7)).
By (22) the Re nyi distance is for a # R&[0, 1] given by
Da(%, %0)={
1
a(a&1)
[a ln %+(1&a) ln %0&ln(a%+(1&a) %0)],
if a(%0&%)>%0 ,
, otherwise,
(33)
and for the remaining a’s by
D1(%, %0)=
%0
%
&1&ln
%0
%
=D0(%0 , %). (34)
Let for a fixed %0>0 the simple null hypothesis H#[%0] be tested
against the composite alternative H #(0, %0) _ (%0 , ) by using the Re nyi
statistics,
D0an=2n Da(% n , %0)=2n Da(1X n , %0),
where
X n=
1
n
:
n
i=1
Xi
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is the sample mean and % n=1X n is the MLE. Thus for a different from 0
and 1 one obtains from (33)
D0an={
&2n _1a ln(%0X n)+
1
a(a&1)
ln[a+%0 X n(1&a)]& ,
if a(%0X n&1)>%0X n
, otherwise,
and from (34)
D01n=K
0
n=2n[%0 X n&1&ln(%0 X n)].
As is easy to verify in statistical textbooks,
2n%0 X n#/22n ; i.e.,
dP%0 , n
dx
=
1
2n(n&1)!
xn&1e&x21(0, )(x), (35)
where P%0 , n denotes the distribution of
Yn=2n%0X n . (36)
In other words Yn is /2-distributed with 2n degrees of freedom, Ynt/22n .
We shall illustrate the choice of the best test or test statistics in case (b)
of Section 4 for the hypothesis with %0=1 in the class of selected tests
[T :12 , T
:
1 , T
:
2] with :=0.05. Here T
:
a denotes the exact :-level or test
using the Re nyi statistics D0an . Therefore T
:
1 represents the classical :-level
GLRT. The set of alternative parameters is 31=(0, 1) _ (1, ).
Let us first consider the case a= 12. It follows from (33) that
D12(%, 1)} for some real } (cf. (30)) if and only if for some #
(%)#, where (%)=- %+(1- %). (37)
Since the function - %+1- % is decreasing on (0, 1) and increasing on
(1, ), the set K :12(1) defined in accordance with (30) is of the form
(0, an) _ (bn , ), where 0<an<1<bn<. Since % n=1X n , the constants
cn=1bn and dn=1an must satisfy the condition that the probability of the
event X n # (cn , dn) under H#[1] is 1&:. Hence,
P1, n(Yn # (cn*, dn*))=1&:, (38)
where
cn*=2ncn , dn*=2ndn
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and P1, n , Yn are defined by (35), (36) for %0=1. Further, (37) implies
(cn)=(dn)=#, i.e.,
- cn*+
2n
- cn*
=- dn*+
2n
- dn*
. (39)
Equation (38) is of the form
F/ 2
2n
(dn*)&F/2
2n
(cn*)=1&:.
Obviously, for every n and 0<:<1 there exist unique solutions
0<cn*<2n<dn*< of the last two equations and these solutions can
easily be obtained by means of programs for evaluating distribution func-
tions F/2k of random variables /
2
k .
The test T :12 rejects the hypothesis H#[1] if and only if
2nX n  (cn*, dn*). The power ;n(T :12 ; %) of this test considered in (31) is
given for every %{1 by
;n(T :12 ; %)=1&P%, n(2nX n # (cn*, dn*)) (cf. (35))
=1&P%, n(2nX n # (%cn*, %dn*))
=1&
1
2n(n&1)! |
%dn*
%cn*
xn&1e&x2 dx. (40)
The last column of Table II below presents the powers of the test T 0.0512
when the sample size n=10, i.e., the values of integrals
;10(T 0.0512 ; %)=1&
1
210_9! |
%d*10
%c*10
x9e&x2 dx (41)
for the listed values of %. Equations (38), (39) for c*10 and d*10 take on the
form
1
210_9! |
d*10
c*10
x9e&x2 dx=0.95,
- c*10+
20
- c*10
=- d*10+
20
- d*10
.
Numerical solutions of these equations are
c*10=10.4854, d*10=38.1483.
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These solutions, as well as the integrals (41) presented in Table II, were
calculated by means of the instruction ‘‘NIntegrate’’ of the software pack-
age MATHEMATICA, with the inaccuracy below 10&4.
Similarly one easily obtains that the test T :2 rejects H#[1] if and only
if 2nX n  (cn*, dn*), where 0<cn*<dn*< are solutions of Eq. (38) and
cn*2&
4n
cn*
=dn*2&
4n
dn*
. (42)
The power of T :2 is given for these new solutions by the former formula
(40). For :=0.05 and n=10 we obtained from (38) and (42) the solutions
c*10=7.9159, d*10=32.0841.
The power function ;10(T 0.052 ; %) is given by the right-hand side of (41) for
these cn* and dn*. Its values are presented in the first column of Table II.
TABLE I
Sizes, Powers, and Maximum Relative Inefficiencies of
T 0.05: for n=100
;100(T 0.05a ; %)
% a=2 a=1 a=12
0.6 0.9991 0.9987 0.9984
0.65 0.9917 0.9888 0.9870
0.7 0.9561 0.9441 0.9369
0.75 0.8529 0.8237 0.8073
0.8 0.6629 0.6172 0.5930
0.85 0.4277 0.3796 0.3555
0.9 0.2241 0.1887 0.1720
0.95 0.0990 0.0816 0.0741
1 0.0516 0.0502 0.0507
1.05 0.0643 0.0772 0.0849
1.1 0.1274 0.1549 0.1699
1.15 0.2368 0.2783 0.2999
1.2 0.3822 0.4329 0.4583
1.25 0.5424 0.5945 0.6195
1.3 0.6922 0.7378 0.7588
1.35 0.8126 0.8471 0.8623
1.4 0.8969 0.9195 0.9292
1.45 0.9486 0.9617 0.9671
1.5 0.9768 0.9835 0.9861
’100(T 0.05a ) 0.0771 0.0481 0.0699
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TABLE II
Sizes, Powers, and Maximum Relative Inefficiencies of T 0.05a for n=10
;10(T 0.05a ; %)
% a=2 a=1 a=12
0.2 0.9983 0.9965 0.9940
0.4 0.8844 0.8259 0.7615
0.6 0.5058 0.3902 0.2958
0.8 0.1787 0.1131 0.0729
1 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
1.2 0.0313 0.0847 0.1063
1.4 0.0571 0.1668 0.2056
1.6 0.1089 0.2792 0.3326
1.8 0.1823 0.4076 0.4700
2.0 0.2730 0.5368 0.6011
2.2 0.3741 0.6544 0.7145
2.4 0.4780 0.7532 0.8048
2.6 0.5779 0.8305 0.8719
2.8 0.6683 0.8878 0.9191
3.0 0.7464 0.9281 0.9506
3.2 0.8109 0.9552 0.9707
3.4 0.8623 0.9729 0.9831
3.6 0.9019 0.9840 0.9905
3.8 0.9314 0.9907 0.9948
’10(T 0.05a ) 0.3404 0.1156 0.2100
Finally, the GLRT T :1 rejects H#[1] if and only if 2nX n  (cn*, dn*),
where 0<cn*<dn*< are solutions of Eq. (38) and
cn*&2n ln dn*=dn*&2n ln dn*. (43)
For :=0.05 and n=10 we obtained
c*10=9.9579, d*10=35.2267.
The power function ;10(T 0.051 ; %) is given by the right-hand side of (41) for
the present c*10 and d*10 . Its values are tabulated in the middle column of
Table II.
It follows from Table II that none of the tests under consideration is
uniformly most powerful. In each column the bold figures indicate the
alternative % attaining the maximum relative inefficiency. The value of this
inefficiency, defined by (32), is presented in the last row of the table. We see
that the best in the exact nonasymptotic sense of Section 4 is the GLRT
T 0.051 , for which the maximum relative inefficiency is 0.1156. Note that
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TABLE III
Solutions c*100 and d100* for T 0.05a
a=2 a=1 a=12
c*100 161.1715 163.3164 164.3750
d*100 238.8285 241.8040 243.3460
T 0.051 is known to be optimum also in a more fundamental sense. Namely,
according to Section 2 in Chapter 4 of Lehmann (1986), T 0.051 is uniformly
most powerful in the class of all unbiased tests T0.05. It follows from Table
II that T 0.052 and T
0.05
12 are biased.
This example can also be used to illustrate the approach presented in
part (a) of Section 4. The asymptotic distribution G of all statistics D0an is
/21 , so that the 0.95-quantile is q0.95=3.842. By the law of large numbers,
for large numbers N of replications the estimates ; N ; n(T :a ; %) will be close
to the values ;n(T :a ; %). These can be explictly evaluated for any n in a
similar way as done the above for n=10. For n=100 the solutions c*100 and
d*100 of the above considered equations are in Table III. The sizes and
powers defined by (40) can be found in Table I.
We see from Table I that the difference $n(T0.05a )=|;100(T
0.05
a ; 1)&0.05|
are small, i.e., that all the test sizes ;100(T0.05a ; 1) are well adapted to the
designed level :=0.05. We also see that the differences between powers
;100(T 0.05a ; %) for various values of a are less sharp than in the case of
;10(T 0.05a ; %). Similarly as for n=10, none of the tests T
0.05
1 , T
0.05
1 , T
0.05
12
is uniformly most powerful. In each column the bold figures indicate the
argument % of the maximum relative inefficiency defined by (32). The maxi-
mum inefficiencies ’100(T 0.05a ) can be found in the last row of Table I. Since
these inefficiencies are limiting values of ’N ; 100(T 0.05a ) defined by (29) for
N  , one can expect for large N the minimax inefficiency at the GLRT
T 0.051 . One can thus expect that for large N the approach of part (a) of
Section 4 will lead to the same optimum test T 0.051 as the approach of
part (b).
6. EXAMPLE 2: COMPOSITE HYPOTHESIS
Let us consider the normal model with X=R and parameters %=(+, _),
where (+, _) # 3=(&, +)_(0, ). We shall test the hypothesis
H0#30=[(+, +3): +>0] versus H1#31#3&30 .
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Here we have the well-known MLE,
% n#\+^n=1n :
n
i=1
Xi , _^n=_1n :
n
i=1
(Xi&+^n)2&
12
+
and the 30-restricted RMLE (cf. Morales et al., 1996)
% n=(+~ n , +~ n 3) for +~ n= 32(&3+^n+- 13+^2n+4_^2n).
As shown in Morales et al., 1996, we have in this case
An=
n
_^2n
[( +^n&+~ n)2+2(_^2n&+~ n3)
2] (Auxiliary)
Wn=
2n( +^n&3_^n)2
11_^2n
(Wald)
Rn=
9n( +^n&+~ n)2
+~ 2n
+
n
2 _8+
9
+~ 2
(_^2n++^
2
n&2+^n+~ n)&
2
(Rao)
Ln#D1n=
9n[( +^n&+~ n)2+_^2n]
+~ 2n
&n+n ln
+~ 2n
9_^2n
(GLRT)
D0n=
n[9( +^n&+~ n)2++~ 2n]
9_^2n
&n+n ln
9_~ 2n
+~ 2n \
reversed
GLRT +
Dan={

n
a(a&1)
ln
_^2(1&a)n (+~ n 3)
2a
a(+~ n 3)2+(1&a) _^2n
+
n( +^n&+~ n)2
a(+~ n3)2+(1&a) _^2n
(Re nyi),
where the last formula holds for a{0, a{1, and the first possibility in this
formula takes place when a(+~ n3)2+(1&a) _^2n0.
Let us consider an infinite parameter subspace 3*/3,
3*=[(+; cj +): +>0, 1 j J],
consisting of half-lines specified by auxiliary constants 0<c1< } } } <
cJ<, where
cj0=
1
3
for some 1< j0<J. Then 30/3*, so that the sets considered in part (a)
of Section 4 satisfy the relations
30*=30 & 3*=30
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and
31*#31 & 3*.
Consider finally 0<:<1 and denoty by T: the set of all asymptotically
:-level tests defined in accordance with Theorem 3 by the above-considered
statistics An , ..., Dan for rational a of the form k10, where k is an integer.
It is easy to see that under any parameter %0=(+0 , c0 +0) # 3, the dis-
tributions of the above listed statistics An , ..., Dan depend on c0>0 and not
on +0>0. Hence, for any T: # T: and +>0 the estimates
; N ; n(T: ; (+, c+)), ’N ; n(T:), and $N ; n(T :),
defined by (28), (29), and the formula next to (29), can be obtained from
replications X (1)n , ..., X
(N)
n , generated by the normal model under considera-
tion with the location and scale parameters %0=(1, c).
In Table IV we present the estimates obtained for N=1000 replications
of data of sample size 50 and for J=11 auxiliary constants with j0=5. The
independent data distributed by N(1, c) for the values of c given in Table III
were obtained by calling the ‘‘RANDOM’’ procedure in the IMSL package
and a subsequent application of the BoxMuller subroutine. We consider
the class T 0.05 of tests defined by the statistics T50 # [A50 , ..., Da; 50] and the
critical value 3.84 which is the quantile q0.95 of /21 .
Table IV presents estimates ; 1000; 50(T0.05 ; (+; c+)) and ’1000; 50(T0.05)
obtained from the simulated replications (so that the values
:^=; 1000; 50(T0.05 ; (+, +3)) printed in italics estimate the actual test size
achieved at the sample size n=50). In 14 columns there are results concer-
ning 14 statistics selected for the table (for statistics Dk10; n , which were not
selected, the estimates can be obtained by extrapolating in the table). Bold
figures indicate the half-lines in the parameter space (auxiliary parameters
c) at which is achieved the maximum relative inefficiency ’1000; 50(T0.05),
presented in the last line.
We see from the last line that the test using the Hellinger distance
statistics Tn=D0.5; 50 is attaining the minimax relative inefficiency. The
relative inefficiency of the test using, e.g., the Rao statistic Tn=R50 is more
than 1000 higher. We also see that the deviations
$1000; 50(T0.05)=| ; 1000; 50(T0.05 ; (+, +3))&0.05|
for T0.05#Tn # [W50 , A50 , and all Da; 50 with a0] exceed by more than
200 the nominal test size :=0.05 (in the case of generalized modified
Pearson statistics D&1; 50 the deviation is almost 1000). The exclusion of
the corresponding tests by the method described in part (a) of Section 4
has, however, no impact on the established optimality of the Hellinger
distance test.
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